
                                                                      
Rabbi Shlomo Schwartz [7 Kislev 5705 -
12 Shvat 5777 (Nov. 12,1944 - Feb. 7, 
2017)] was a staff rabbi of the very first 
campus Chabad House in the world, in 
Berkeley (California) and then Los An-
geles. In the 1980's he opened the Chai 
Center.  Over the years he had a life-
changing effect on thousands of Jews.  
In the mid-1990's, before cell phones, 
Facebook, or other social media, I 
[Shlomo Schwartz] relied on my answer-
ing machine and fax machine to conduct 
business. My phone number was listed in 
the Yellow Pages, and I'd get fifty to a 
hundred calls a day that I would screen 
and call back as my busy schedule would 
permit. Often, I would ask people to 
send me a fax with requests or questions. 
As luck would have it, The Chai Center 
came up as one of the first Jewish organ-
izations in the Yellow Pages, which was 
great for business. 
One evening, I was in my office, an up-
stairs wood-paneled room that runs the 
length of the house, lined with my entire 
library of Hebrew and English books. It 
was midnight, a cold, rainy winter night, 
and the phone rang twice before the call 
went to the answering machine - long 
enough to hear, short enough to ignore. 
A voice started to record: "Hi, there. I 
got your name from the Yellow Pages, 
under synagogue….My name is Christi-
na. My grandfather is dying and has 
been unconscious for ten days; he is on 
home hospice, and we need a rabbi." 
Christina is not the most Jewish sound-
ing name, I thought. This was intriguing 
enough to answer. I picked up the phone. 
Christina gave me a rundown again, and 
I told her I'd be right over. 
I went to an unfamiliar neighborhood 
near Culver City, somewhat downscale 
and, from its vibe, not exactly little Jeru-
salem. As I approached the address, I 
saw an old RV in the driveway. Back 
then not many Jews took trips in RV's so 
it made me think this wasn't a very Jew-
ish-identifying family. 
As I went inside, I didn't see what I be-
lieved to be a single Jewish face except 
that of the man lying in the hospital bed.  
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"This is my grandfather," one woman 
said. I saw an old man, unconscious, 
lying in bed and surrounded by a group 
of extended family, mostly Latino. It 
was 1 a.m., and the story began to un-
fold. 
Sam, the elderly man, had worked for 
the U.S. Postal Service for nearly fifty 
years and lived in this neighborhood 
with his non-Jewish wife, Maria, all that 
time. Maria knew that Sam was Jewish 
and had asked Christina, the grand-
daughter, to call for a rabbi for a Jewish 
burial.  
The wife said he had cousins in River-
side, and one used to call Sam 'Uncle 
Shimon.' Good, he had a name! 
I then asked what his father's name was. 
It was David. Perfect: Shimon ben Da-
vid. 
During my nineteen years working as a 
campus rabbi at UCLA, I also acted as a 
chaplain at UCLA Medical Center. I 
knew that when someone is close to dy-
ing, you need to get squarely into the 
person's face and speak loudly so that he 
or she can hear you.  
So, I told Maria and the dozen or so fam-
ily members, people who may well have 
never seen a Jew other than Sam in their 
lives, that I was going to get in Sam's 

face and speak loudly, because when a 
person is in a coma or otherwise uncon-
scious, you have to yell. They all nodded 
with silent approval. 
I told them that I was going to call on his 
Jewish soul with his Hebrew name and 
chant a special prayer for the soul of 
Shimon ben David: Sam, son of David. 
I moved extremely close to Sam's bed 
and yelled into his ear the most im-
portant one-liner in the Jewish religion: 
"Shema Yisrael, HaShem Elokeynu, 
HaShem Echad" -- "Hear, Israel. G-D 
is our G-d G-D is One." 
Sam, lying in bed with his eyes still 
closed, said in response, Baruch shem 
kavod malchuto l'olam vaed: "Blessed be 
the name of His glorious kingdom forev-
er and ever." They were the first words 
he had spoken since falling unconscious 
ten days earlier. 
Total silence. I turned around and saw 
twelve heads leaning over me, listening 
intently. Suddenly, all the people in the 
room started yelling, "The rabbi made a 
miracle; the rabbi made a miracle!" 
Finally, Maria thanked me for coming, 
but asked that I not return. "Rabbi, we"ll 
call you when we need you." 
I called every day for several days, and 
every day someone would answer the 
phone and quickly end the call.  
Finally, on the third day, I called, and 
once again Christina said she would call 
me and then hung up the phone. 
Continued on page three 
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Transforming the Three Weeks 
 
This week's Haftora is always read during 
the Three Weeks of mourning for the de-
struction of the Temple, with the portion of 
Maasei, or Matot-Maasei when they are 
together, like this year. 
In the Haftora, you can't help but feel G-d's 
hurt and pain, because of us having forsak-
en Him. "...What wrong did your forefa-
thers find in Me, that they distanced them-
selves from Me, and went after futility..." 
And so it continues, until the end, where it 
brings verses from a later chapter that have 
a positive note. 
The most hurt is felt in the verses, 
"Heavens be astonished by this... For my 
people have committed two evils: they 
have forsaken Me, the source of living 
waters, in order to dig for themselves cis-
terns, broken cisterns that cannot hold wa-
ter." 

Digging Broken Cisterns 
Isn't forsaking G-d the worst possible 
thing? Once that has happened, it's over, 
why go any further? Why is digging bro-
ken cisterns even worse and more hurtful 
than forsaking G-d? And what positive 
lesson can we take from this? 
G-d loves us, and wants a relationship with 
us. Just like a married couple are intrinsic- 

cally one, because they share one soul, so 
too we have a soul that is actually part of 
G-d and makes us one with Him. 
G-d gives Himself to us by giving us His 
essence, "the source of living waters," the 
Torah. After opening up Himself to us, 
what did we do? First, we forsook Him, 
and then we did something even more 
hurtful, we started digging for other wa-
ters. 

G-d is Here for Us 
This is the theme throughout the whole 
Haftora. G-d did concrete actions to prove 
that He is there for us: He took us out of 
Egypt, He took care of our every need in 
the desert, He brought us to and gave us 
the Holy Land, He showed us miracles 
daily in the Holy Temple.  
Not only did we forsake Him, we put our 
effort into idol worship, which is futile, 
like broken cisterns that don't hold water. 
Even if you bring your own water and pour 
it into them, they can't contain it. These 
false gods have no truth, and no ability to 
help you. What is worse they ruin your 
ability to recognize that which is really 
true. 
Digging other waters is worse than forsak-
ing G-d. When one just forsakes, it is bad, 
but it is not ruining the person's ability to 
see real truth, and one day, when he will 
search, he will be able to recognize truth 
for what it is. 

Torah—G-d’s Knowledge 
Today, idolatry is not our issue. The issue 
is our replacing temporary truths with To-
rah. For over 3,000 years as a nation, the 
Torah - G-d's knowledge - has proven over 
and over again, to be true. Yet many give 
up Torah, and pursue other knowledges. 
What is true today however, it found to be 
false tomorrow. 
The lesson here is to deepen our relation-
ship with G-d, strengthening our essential 
bond with Him.  
By each of us adding in Torah study, 
whether in quality or quantity, we reverse 
the effects of our nation's failures. We re-
verse the desolation of the Three Weeks, 
the destruction of our Holy Temple, and 
reveal the nature of our bond with G-d.  
May we experience all this soon, with 
Moshiach. 
Adapted by Rabbi Yitzi Hurwitz from the 
Rebbe's teachings.  Rabbi Hurwitz, who is 
battling ALS, and his wife Dina, are 
emissaries of the Rebbe in Temecula, Ca. 

Shabbos Table & From our Sages 
reprinted from LchaimWeekly.org -  LYO / 
NYC 

 

Matot-Masei 

The word matot, which means tribes, also 
means staffs. Staffs symbolize stability 
and permanence, like a staff which is hard 
and strong. Masei means "journeys," and 
alludes to a changing and non-permanent 
situation. The fact that the two Torah 
portions of Matot and Masei are read to-
gether teaches us that even when we are 
traveling on a journey, for vacation or 
business, we must be as vigilant and un-
changing in our religious observance as 
when we are at home. 

(the Rebbe) 
 

Moses spoke to the heads of the 
tribes...'when a man utters an oath' (Num. 
30:2-3) 

The word used here for tribes is "matot," 
which is a derivative of the word for 
"staff," denoting strength and firmness. In 
order to fulfill an oath, which means sep-
arating oneself and refraining from things 
which the Torah otherwise permits, we 
need the strength of a staff. 

(Tzemach Tzedek) 
 

To execute the vengeance of G-d on Midi-

an (Num. 31:3) 

The name Midian comes from the root 
madon, meaning quarrel and strife. Midi-
an symbolizes contention and unwarrant-
ed hatred. Therefore, the war against 
Midian is truly "the vengeance of G-d." 
For, there is nothing as opposed to G-d as 
dissention and needless hatred. 

(the Rebbe Rashab) 
 

These are the journeys of the Israelites 
(Num. 33:1) 

Why does the Torah mention all 42 stops 
during the Jews' 40 year sojourn in the 
desert? To later generations it might seem 
beyond belief that millions of Jews sur-
vived 40 years in the desert. They might 
say the Jews traveled through habitable 
regions, sustaining themselves - like no-
madic tribes - with regional water and 
vegetation. The Torah repeatedly de-
scribes the deserts, most completely unin-
habitable, where the people could never 
have survived. This, therefore, would 
firmly implant in our hearts the belief that 
G-d Himself miraculously sustained us 
and led our people through the wilder-
ness. 

(Ramban) 

Selfless Support 
                                                                   
Reb Volf Greenglass related: 
There was a radical anti-Zionist maga-
zine published in Jerusalem which also 
carried some nasty articles about Lubav-
itch. Sometimes, they even wrote brazen-
ly about the Rebbe himself, R”L. Sud-
denly, without any prior notice, the pub-
lication ceased to appear. 
When a member of Chabad of Jerusalem 
was in yechidut (private audience with 
the Rebbe), the Rebbe inquired why the 
magazine had stopped. The chassid ex-
plained that they had run into severe 
debts, resulting in the closure of the pub-
lication. 
Hearing this, the Rebbe took out money 
from his drawer, and asked him to deliv-
er it to the periodical.  “But make sure,” 
warned the Rebbe, “that they do not 
know it comes from here.” 
One of the chassidim expressed his sur-
prise to the Rebbe’s support of the maga-
zine, seeing as they hindered the work of 
Lubavitch. 
“But they are needed,” the Rebbe re-
plied. “They also write some very true 
and productive things.” 
Likutei Sipurei Hitva’aduyot, p. 342; 
reprinted from The Weekly Farbrengen 
by Merkaz Anash, on-line at       
TheWeeklyFarbrengen.com 

 

A Chassid once came to speak with the 
Rebbe the Tzemach Tzedek regarding his 
desire to make aliyah to Eretz Yisrael in 
order to devote himself to Torah study 
and the service of G-d.  
The Tzemach Tzedek told him that in-
stead of going to Eretz Yisrael, he should, 
“make this place Eretz Yisrael.”  
The directive is applicable far beyond that 
individual instance. In other words, at 
every time and in every place, a Jew has 
to make his place Eretz Yisrael, a place 
where Judaism and G-dliness are openly 
revealed. 
Through Divine Providence, each person 
— man, woman, and child — has been 
allotted a different portion of the world to 
spiritually refine and infuse with  G-
dliness.  Thus, everyone possesses an in-
dividual responsibility to make his portion 
of the world Eretz Yisrael.  
No person’s portion of the world resem-
bles another’s. Each person lives in a par-
ticular place and has a specific and indi-
vidual mission in that place. Similarly, 
each day, and more particularly each mo-
ment, is associated with a specific Divine 
intent. Therefore, to prepare the world at 
large for the Redemption, each person 
must, “make this place — his individual 
portion of the world — Eretz Yisrael.” 
One might ask: I live only in a small place 
and my life is seemingly insignificant. 
What importance is there in how I con-
duct myself and how can my conduct 
have an effect on the world at large? Sim-
ilarly, in regard to the Redemption, a per-

son might ask: How is it possible for me 
to bring about the Redemption? My ser-
vice involves a small portion of the world. 
This is the meaning of the directive: 
“Make this place Eretz Yisrael.” A Jew 
must infuse G-dliness into his portion of 
the world. This will have an effect on the 
world as a whole, for each portion of the 
world includes within itself the entire 
world at large. And in this manner, a per-
son can fulfill our Sages’ directive, “each 
and every person is obligated to say, ‘the 
world was created for me.’” For by ful-
filling the intent associated with his indi-
vidual portion of the world, he can bring 
the entire world to a state of fulfillment. 
Through experiencing a personal redemp-
tion, and expressing that redemption in 
every aspect of his conduct, each person 
can hasten the coming of the Redemption 
in the world at large. 
This message that each person should 
“make this place Eretz Yisrael,” i.e., have 
the redemption pervade his life experi-
ence, should be communicated to others, 
to the members of one’s family, to one’s 
students, and to all the individuals with 
which one comes into contact.   
In this way, the manifestation of the spirit 
of redemption in all these particular as-
pects of existence, will lead to its mani-
festation in a complete manner in the 
world at large. 
the Rebbe, parshat Pinchas, 5751, ex-
cerpted and adapted from Sichos in Eng-
lish 

 

Loving your Fellow - Tasting the Redemption 
The connection between Ahavat Yisroel and the future Redemption is not (only) that 
through nullifying the cause of the exile (baseless hatred) the exile is nullified.  Rather, 
in that we are now standing after the completion of our work and service over the 
course of the many years of exile, and after completing all the 42 journeys in “the de-
sert of the nations”, we find ourselves already “at Yarden Yericho” (the level of 
Moshiach, who judges by sense of smell [the word “to smell” shares the same root as 
the name Yericho]), on the threshold of the Redemption.  As a result, we have certain-
ly already rectified the reason for the exile.   
Therefore, the emphasis on Ahavat Yisroel is now as a foretaste and beginning of the 
true and complete Redemption.                                                                                                               
                  
                              Adapted from the teachings of the Rebbe, Matot Masei, 5751 

Experiencing Redemption  

Life-Giving Sap 
The Previous Rebbe said:  If one person 
asks another how he is doing as a mere 
routine, merely because that is what is 
customarily done, that expression of 
Ahavat Yisroal is dry and lifeless.   
Ahavat Yisrael must have a life-giving 
sap that enables one to see another’s 
positive qualities.  If one perceives in-
stead a negative behavior, this show that 
something is lacking in the beholder, and 
he should correct it within himself. 
reprinted from The Weekly Farbrengen 
by Merkaz Anash, on-line at TheWeek-
lyFarbrengen.com  
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continued from page one: 

But then, as soon as I hung up, Christina 
called me back to report that while I had 
been on the phone with her just mo-
ments earlier, Sam had passed away. It 
felt good to know that Sam died as I was 
on the phone thinking about him, one 
soul connected to another. 
I was able to convince his wife, Maria, 
to have a kosher burial for Sam in a 
Jewish cemetery, telling her that he was 
born a Jew and should be buried as one. 
We gathered a minyan to help complete 
the Jewish funeral ceremony, men who 
stood up for Sam purely because it was 
a mitzvah to do so. 
Shimon ben David left this world in the 
highest way. 
 
Source: Extracted, re-titled and lightly 
edited by Yerachmiel Tilles from "I Love 
when that Happens" -- copyrighted 
by Rabbi Mendel Schwartz (his son) in 
2018. 

Rabbi Tilles of Tsfat, is a co-founder of 
ASCENT. His email list for stories is in 
its 24th year. To join the list a/o his 
WhatsApp group for Saturday night 
Audio, Video and Zoom stories, go to 
AscentOfSafed.com or WhatsApp +972-
526-770-137.  
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Rebirth of a Community 
Taganrog, the port city on the north 
shore of the Sea of Azov in Southern 
Russia, prides itself as the birthplace 
of Anton Chekhov, the Russian play-
wright and short-story writer.  A new 
point of pride may be the renewal 
Jewish community 

Jewish history in Taganrog dates back 
to the 19th century. The city’s Grand 
Synagogue was established in 1860 
and served the Jewish community 
until the Second World War. After the 
war, the Soviet regime closed the syn-
agogue and the Jewish community’s 
institutions, declaring all religious-
affiliated activity illegal and counter-
revolutionary. Since then, the Jewish 

community ceased to exist. 

In the last few years, the community 
started to form once again and many 
of its members became frequent visi-
tors at the synagogue of Rostov which 
is relatively near Taganrog. A connec-
tion was formed with Rostov’s Chief 
Rabbi Chaim Danzinger.  Recently, it 
was decided that the community had 
grown large enough to have its own 
synagogue and a permanent rabbi.  
Rabbi Tkatch and his wife Yehudit 
Tkatch have been serving the Jewish 
community of Krasnodar in south-
western Russia. The couple spent a 
Shabbat weekend in Taganrog and 
the appointment was confirmed at 
an official meeting of the Jewish 
community.   
As Rabbi Danzinger, Chief Rabbi of 
Rostov shared, “Rabbi Tkatch has 
successfully led the Jewish commu-
nity of Krasnodar and accumulated 
vast experience.  We are certain that 
under his leadership the community 
will continue to thrive and flourish.”                             
       
Source:  Adapted from COLlive 

Halacha Corner –  The Nine Days 

When the month of Av arrives, we reduce the amount of joy. Among the 
things which are avoided during these nine days (in addition to the activities 
avoided during the whole three weeks) are eating meat and drinking wine, 
swimming, bathing, doing laundry, wearing freshly washed clothes, and sew-
ing.  

One should not do any construction during these days unless it is for actual 
dwelling purposes, or for the public need. One may build a shul or yeshiva 
during these days. One should not paint his home during these days.  

During the nine days and until midday of the tenth of Av, one is not permit-
ted to eat meat or drink wine, except on Shabbat. If the Third Meal of Shab-
bat extends itself into the night and they have not yet davened Maariv, they 
are permitted to eat meat during that time. One may also not eat food that 
was cooked with meat, even if he is not eating the meat. For example, chick-
en soup, where all the chicken has been removed may not be eaten during the 
nine days. One who is ill and needs to eat meat is permitted to do so.  

by Eliezer Wenger, OBM, from www.shmais.com 

Cooking Tip of the Week  
Fish for the Nine Days:  An easy 
recipe for the nine days is 500 
grams of your favorite fresh fish, 
sprinkle with lemon juice and 2 tbls 
of olive oil. Place on pan with bak-
ing paper. Cover with 1 large 
chopped onion, 2-3 crushed garlic 
cloves, 1 container mushrooms 
(slice them thin),  1 tsp smoked 
paprika, 1/2 tsp crushed black pep-
per, 2 chopped tomatoes and 2 tsp 
chopped parsley. Add 1/4 cup dry 
white wine and cook for 20 
minutes. 

Alizah Hochstead, 
alizahh@hotmail.com  

Question:   I really want to take a vacation, 
but my husband doesn’t.  He will go if I want to, 
but I don’t want to go if he isn’t excited about 
it.  I am at home all day with the kids.  He works 
and learns and when he has time off would just 
prefer to learn a bit more and spend time around 
the house.  But I feel like I really need to go 
away and it’s frustrating.    
                                                                 
 Answer:    Husbands and wives both have 
needs.  Often, these needs are not communicated 
effectively, with the husband or wife expecting 
or assuming that their spouse knows what they 
want.  It is like climbing a ladder with a rung 
missing in the middle. Communication is a pro-
cess and if we don’t share the whole picture with 
our spouse, it is like trying to climb a ladder 
with a missing rung. 

The Rebbe Rayatz (the 6th Lubavitcher Rebbe) 
was a prolific writer; not only of complex Torah 
topics, but also beautiful stories.  The stories are 
written with such description, detail and colorful 
language that the reader feels they are living in 
the Jewish world of Russia and Eastern Europe 
hundreds of years ago.  One is filled with nostal-
gia, awe, curiosity, fascination and above all, a 
desire to carry on the ways of our holy ances-
tors. 

Similarly, when we communicate with our 
spouse, it is necessary to enable them to under-
stand the whole picture.  Husband’s are out of 
the house and are often not aware of how much 
work—both physical and emotional—the wife 
and mother does throughout the day (and night).  
Bring your husband into your world and share 
what your day is like from morning until night. 
It will help him to understand your needs.   In a 
sense, for you to spend your vacation around the 
house, would be somewhat analogous to sug-
gesting to your husband, “why don’t we go pic-
nic in your office.” 

At the same time, it is important to remember, 
that the delivery is key.  If you are accusatory, 
resentful or angry your husband will become 
defensive, i.e., “You don’t understand how hard 
I work each day to support the family.”  Share 
from a place of understanding and care:  “I 
know you are not home a lot and I understand 
your desire to spend time at home, but I really 
need to get away, because…….”   After sharing 
your world, explain that his needs are very im-
portant to you, and you want to make time each 
day of vacation for his learning. 

However, even if he still is not excited about 
going, given he is willing to go, you should go.  
If you stay home you will be unhappy and this 
can express itself in undesirable ways.  In addi-
tion, if you go, he may also enjoy himself.      

Aharon Schmidt; marriage, family & individual 
coaching; coachingandcounseling1@gmail.com 


